THE WORLD’S FINEST CUTTING MACHINES

Cutter Bars

Javelin
The Javelin range of precision wide-format cutter bars is designed to exceed the most demanding standards of accuracy. The unique
design of the Javelin allows Keencut technicians to factory adjust for straightness, using laser technology, to within 0.2mm over the
3.1 metre length of the cutter bar (1:15000), a guarantee only available from Keencut. The accuracy of the Javelin makes it ideal for
cutting banner materials, pop-ups and other display materials that require precise and accurate cutting for perfect alignment.
The Javelin is equipped with lift stands to support the unit between cuts and enable easy placement of work. The Javelin is designed
for use as a portable unit or located on an existing work table using the Keencut optional surface mounted Lift & Hold system.
Combined with the Keencut Big Bench the Javelin creates a complete cutting table and workstation in any workshop

Practik & Max
The innovative design of the Keencut PRACTIK offers exact accuracy for general purpose cutting of wide format materials up to 3.1
metres in width. The Practik carries a straightness guarantee of 1.00mm or 1:3000 over the entire length and is an economical
alternative to the Javelin when less extreme accuracy is required. The Practik is ideal for cutting PVC foamboard, vinyl, woven
fabrics, foam centred board, honeycomb and corrugated plastics, film, paper, tissue and many more flexible and rigid materials. All
Keencut cutter bars use utility knife blades and feature a blade depth adjustment and a spring-loaded blade ejector as standard. The
utility blades will cut to a depth of 10mm (0.4”) and Keencut XR blades cut to a depth of 13mm (.5”). The patented linear bearings
have been tested under load for 1600km (1000 miles) and carry a 20 year guarantee. Full length silicon rubber grip strips ensure all
work is clamped when cutting and also protect the surface of the material being cut.
If the requirement is for super-wide format cutting then the
unique and rigid profile of the Keencut MAX will ensure
accurate cutting of materials up to 5 metres in width.
Available in four sizes from 3.5 metres the unique Keencut
MAX offers the only precise way to cut large format
display materials and is guaranteed straight to 2.0mm
(1:2500) over its full length.

Rear loading blade holder for swift replacement; blades will not pull out in
heavy material
Standard twist lifts provide a simple and convenient lift and hold solution
Quick fit thread cap for easy accessory attachment (Textile Cutter)
Rotating knob for ultra-fine blade depth adjustment
Two full length silicone grip cords protect and clamp your materials
Unique extrusion designs for unparalleled and guaranteed accuracy
Visit WWW.KEENCUT.CO.UK for more features
All Keencut products are 100% Manufactured by Keencut technicians in Corby,
England. 99.998% of source materials are made in the UK and EU

5 year guarantee

Cut up to 13mm
Max Sizes
3.5m
4.0m
4.5m
5.0m

-

PVC Foamboard, Pop-up Banners, FoamCentred Board, Corrugated Plastics, Fabric &
Textiles, Acrylic, Banner, And much more...

140”
160”
180”
200”

Javelin & Practik
Sizes
1.1m
1.6m
2.1m
2.6m
3.1m

-

44”
64”
84”
104”
124”

www.keencut.co.uk

For more information please visit:
Keencut Big Bench available for all sizes
of Javelin, Practik and Max cutter bars

UK & Worldwide Enquiries: +44 (0)1536 263158
US Enquiries:
(1) 800 523 4855

THE WORLD’S FINEST CUTTING MACHINES

Cutter Bars

Sabre
Efficiently engineered for one off or volume production, the Keencut SABRE offers the same exact cutting capabilities as the Keencut
PRACTIK and is constructed on an anodised aluminium baseboard. The SABRE is designed for use on a bench or attached to the
optional stand. Using the lockable castors (included) Sabre can be moved and positioned alongside any wide-format printer. Also
available with optional waste catcher and roll feed the Sabre is a versatile cutter with no equal.
A recess integral to the base protects the blade tip during cutting and a cutting mat can be added when cutting textiles. Full length
silicon rubber grip strips in the SABRE base and underside of the cutter bar clamp materials while cutting and provide protection to
even the most sensitive surfaces. The self adjusting hinges give lay-flat cutting on all materials up to 13mm (0.5”) in thickness.

Big Bench
Constructed of strong anodised aluminium extrusions the Keencut BIG BENCH creates a solid and precise cutting table and work
station. With concealed corner fixings, built in cutting base plate and subsurface integral Lift & Hold system the Big bench is a stylish
and practical addition to every workshop where precise cutting is essential.
Offered in lengths to accept all sizes of Keencut Javelin, Practik or Max Cutter bars the Big Bench is available in three standard widths
and can be simply extended or reduced to meet changing demands.
Special order sizes and additional shelf fittings are available as an option. Big Bench is simple to assemble and the unique assembly
system is rigid and robust. A base plate levelling system provides extreme flatness, consistent clamping and cutting accuracy.
Big Bench and matching Keencut Proteus modular units provide unlimited fixture applications for any workshop.

Textile Cutter

Rear loading blade holder for swift replacement; blades will not pull out in

Using a razor-sharp ultra-thin circular blade the new Textile
cutter will transform every Keencut Javelin, Practik, Max or Sabre
into a machine that will cut the finest of flag, textiles and paper.
Offering super straight cutting up to 5 metres long without
fraying or rippling, the Textile Cutter provides a safe, sure
way of cutting thin, high tensile and delicate
materials that cannot be cut by
conventional methods.

heavy material
Integral baseplate with metric parallel indents and cut groove
Quick fit thread cap for easy accessory attachment (Textile Cutter)
Rotating knob for ultra-fine blade depth adjustment
Two full length silicone grip cords protect and clamp your materials
Unique extrusion designs for unparalleled and guaranteed accuracy
Visit WWW.KEENCUT.CO.UK for more features
All Keencut products are 100% Manufactured by Keencut technicians in Corby,
England. 99.998% of source materials are made in the UK and EU

5 year guarantee

Big Bench
Sizes
Textile Cutter

Sabre Sizes
1.0m
1.5m
2.0m
2.5m
3.0m

-

40”
60”
80”
100”
120”

1.1m
1.6m
2.1m
2.6m
3.1m
3.5m
4.0m
4.5m
5.0m

-

44”
64”
84”
104”
124”
140”
160”
180”
200”

www.keencut.co.uk

For more information please visit:
Stands and stand packs
available for all Sabre sizes

UK & Worldwide Enquiries: +44 (0)1536 263158
US Enquiries:
(1) 800 523 4855

